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THE UNIVERSAL CITY OF IDEAS
by John B. Calhoun
After Home Secretary Mr. Jenkin's Luncheon for us yesterday, I stopped in the Drowgeda gift shop on High Street,
Oxford.

There displayed were three statuettes, one of the
~uk ,

dodo, one of th e great
--all now extinct.
"Ar e we next?"

and one of the passenger pigeon

Accomp anying each there was a message:

Before answering that question, before

suggesting solutions, we must identify the problem.

Th ere

~s

a population problem, but it is not the problem.

There

1S

an eco -crisi s and a prob lem of the physical environment

of o ur cities, but they are not the problem.

There is a

food problem -- f a mine s may develop -- but it is not the
problem.
To understand the pro b lem, to guide us through the
choices that will d e t e rmine th e destiny of humani ty f o r t

..
h

next thousands o f years to come, we must understand the three
evo lutionary imper at ives, POWER, SURV I VAL, and CREATIVITY .
All values, priorities and goals derive from these imperatives.

It i s ours to choose among them.

In so far as we

know, this dim spec k in the universe, this speck we call the
Earth is th e cente r of the Universe.

It is the only place

for which we h ave any certain know ledge that sapient life
has aris en .

Fr o m the time life first began on the cooling

planet, th rou gh all of biological e v olution, and through
the ver y recent episode of cultural evoluti o n, these three
imperati ve s ha ve

d omi n~ te d

life -- maximize power, maximize

survival, maximize creativity.
Consider p ower.

There are no other ways.

Fo llowing this imperative has always

been th e easiest route.
crowned with ext incti on .

Its initial success has always been
Every line o f biologi cal evolution

has had its Go l i at hs, early emerged, soo n fallen.
mas t odons, sabe r t o o th ed tigers or giant pigs.

Dinosaurs,

Not one has
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left a descendant.

Martial empires, powerful hierarchical and

centralized gov e rnments, many have come.

Of them only stone

and bone remain .
Con s ider s ur v i v al, h ow : ever tradition may be worshipped.
As li fe - e vol ved , environments cha ng ed ,
chang ed, li fe chang ed -- but not always.
avo i d c o p i ng a n d a d a pta ti o n.

Obey tradition,

Just find a niche where the old

way o f l ife can be maintained.
all thr e ats.

As env ironme n t s

Build a wall that wards off

My fa v orite example is the lung fish of Lake

Ma ny a ra in Ta n zania.

The lake period ically dries up.

You

c an drive a c r o s s it s cr a cked, dry, su rface in a truck.

Deep

b e low, e n c a sed in mud- wall e d capsules lie the d ormant lung
fish, some as l a rg e as 40 pounds, sl e eping out the stressful
time, waiting t o emerg e and renew an age old way of life after
rains ref ill the lake.

So they have survived for millions of

y e ars from the ti me some of their close ancestors struck out
to explore a wa y of mobil e living on dry land.

We, too, wrap

ourselves in warm bl anket s of tradit i on to sleep in a capsule
free of the v ola til e crises pounding outside.

We, too, may

well slee p thro ugh the night of oppor tunity to keep evolving,
awake to an old da y for g etting the dreams of what life could
be.
The dodo, the g r eat a uk, the passenger pigeon -- they
listened to the jo int imperative of power and survival.

Power

through numbers; enormo us concentrations of bodies and brains
united in adher e nce to a n a rrow tradition-ridden way of life
unable t o c o p e wi th rapid change.

And then there are the

wildeb eas ts, thundering herds across the African plains,
doomed

to the fate of th e American buffalo to survive at the

g race o f an ext erna l will.

The power of gr e at numbers, does

it always d e mand a surv i v al that bows to tradition?

Our

mind's eye goes u n seen to the Peoples Republic of China.

will

the r eput e d ':- i e.'m ci t i.es '.Jf Pe k ing and Sh angh ai match their
removal of prostitutio n, by that even more difficult flowering
of mind from wh i ch f l ows ide as of universal utility.
We wait
in wonder for the outcome. Unless s o g rea t a people -- great
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in history, great in numbers, and great in opportunity
take up the torch of evolution, the light in this part of the
universe must bow to the second law of thermodynamics, dim
and fade away.

But I am ahead of the story of life.

There

remains anoth e r impera tive.
Consider the last imperative, creativity, the hallmark
of the weak.

The weak also worship tradition.

seek adherence to the old ways of life.

They, too,

The strong remain

where conditio ns are most salubrious to preserving the old
life style.

Th e weak must emigrate -- bodily, behaviorally

or intellectually.
trees.

Our more distant ancestors swung from

Slightly less distant ones lost that race and won

another.

Population pressure forced them out of forest

islands to wander across the African plains in search of
another patch of forest where they could renew the old ways.
Successive losses and successive demands for adjusting culminated in upright walking creatures much like ourselves.
it

ha~

So

been throu gh a ll of evolution, the weak survive changed

to open new routes into the future.

The meek do inherit the

earth.
They are cowards with greater awareness of the meaning of
surrounding thr eats and opportunities.

They sooner see the

traps their environment and associates set for them.
They
will more readily figure ways out, figure out ways to avoid
submergence in on-rushing events.
gain in capacity to
form information.

acquir~,

Their brains grow.

They

to store, to transfer and to trans-

From the lowly one-celled amoeba to modern

cultural man in the aggregate, brain power,the real power, has
increased.

Increasing awareness and responsiveness, is the

central theme of evolution that establishes creativity as the
prime imperati ve .
It culminated 50 thousand years ago in a two-brained
biological man poised at the starti ng ya te of that race, now
largely ove r, we cal l cultural evolution.

One brain, that mass

:

- 4 of mush within our skulls has permitted a flowering to
finally an Einstein, a Churchill, A Solzhen1tsyn.
brain, that group of 12, a little

~ore

That other

or less, the need to

meaningfully relate within a band, early close at hand, but
now dispersed, gave the basis of linking each of us with
more and more until ' now our linked hands and minds nearly
I

enmesh the world.

H. G.

~\]ells

called this the "World Brain."

More poetically, Father Teilhard deChardin called this amalgam
of being and thinking, the "Noosphere."
50 millenia ago, as we started to build the noosphere we
stepped across a threshhold into a new kind of space, the
space that is ideas, a conceptual space.

Every linking of

more people together enabled us better to acquire and transfer
information and to create ideas useful in helping us to relate
to each other and to transform our physical environment into
constructs fulfilling our enlarging desires.
mitted more people to survive.

More people linked together

permitted more ideas to survive.
worth increased continually.

More ideas per-

Human numbers and human

From an initial 4 1/2 million

persons scattered across the earth in small hunter-gatherer
bands, the world population now stands at nearly a thousandfold more.
A simple trend has characterized this whole increase.
world population has successively doubled.

The

The linking of

more people has permitted an ever more rapid increase in population.

Each successive doubling has taken only half the time

as the prior doubling.

The first doubling took 20,000 years.

Now it is taking less than 35.

With every two doublings of

the population, the potentiality, or worth, of the individual
has doubled.

As beings capable of creating and

utiliz~ng

ideas

we are now over 30 times as large as were our ancestors of 50
thousand years ago.
Still we may wonder about the increase in numbers of ourselves that has accompanied our increase in conceptual worth.

:
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This increase has kept us in crisis.
solving species.

We are a crisis re-

That is our hallmark.

The loosing,

weakling, deviants amongst us always have found a way out
and bey.ond the traps that traditionalism fails to see.
This coping is culminating in a world brain in which each
of us can be a neurone or node.

But paradoxes now beset us.

There is not now, nor has there ever been a population
explosion.
to grow.

Each new increase has encouraged the world brain
And yet within the lifetime of some now born there

may suddenly be too many people.

Once we are all bound effec-

tively into a world wide information processing network,
more individuals will interfere with communication.

Like a

cancer they will destroy the original beauty of the being.
The right metaphor is hard to grasp.

Perhaps we have

begun to destroy ourselves even before we have reached the
new threshhold of our further evolution.
head."

That will d o .

"Bash the baby's

In America we are becoming plagued by

a phenomenon o f increasing prevalence, that of child abuse.
The child cries out in distress.

The parents, never having

learned to cope with crises, beat the child to still its woes.
Its .brain may be so damaged as to prevent its development
to normal adult functioning.
child and parent.

We as a world society are both

As a child we cry out for fulfillment,

development and participation. As a parent we hush the cries
by ign o ring their presence, by crushing the upreaching for
fellowship, by fa iling to develop new ways of dialogue and
corruuunication.

As another metaphor our slavis h adherenc e t o

the second imperative of survival and over-honoring traditions
amounts to perf o rming a prefrontal lobotomy on ourselves, of
slicing a knif e through our brain forever separating the union
of emotion and reason.
All this sounds rather gloomy, and yet I remain a confirmed
optimist.

To be an optimist one must be a sufficient coward

to see the problem, the trap, and the opportunity.

We can

focus on families, famine, and flavelas and still fail, still

-
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fall into a trap that will preclude further evolution.
The problem is to conceive those ideas and take those
actions that will sustain the evolutionary direction of
increasing awareness and responsiveness.
All else follows.
Fifty thousand years ago no one could have predicted
the long, c omple x , richly unfolding, journey our then
established biological brain, and social brain of needing
to relate to a few others, would set us in motion to fulfill.
Fifty years from now no one will be able to see what journey
our then perhaps developed world noo sphere brain may permit.
It is ours, we now, to say whether life will embark on this
journey.

If in this short time, the next fifty years, we

fail; we will forevermore doom this corner of the universe
to an acquiescence to the second law of thermodynamics, to
welcoming a worshipping of tradition and survival only with
its inevitable subsiding into a blind, cold, death of chaos
from which life a ro s e.
And yet the r e is a vision of opportunities unseeable.
Life is at the end of a springboard from which we need to know
1ittle be y o nd the nece ssity o f l a u nch i ng. The p a thway thro ug h
this necessity still stands clear. A backward glance clarifies

it.
Our

·ont.r ib ut i o n to evolutionary creativeness has stemmed

from two processes.

First, we have bound more and more individ-

uals into a single communication network, a brain in which each
of us is a node or neurone.

This network is successful as a

means for metabolizing information only to the extent that the
individual can, with dignity and freedom, participate in a
dialogue of exchange within a community of others.

Though

present world conditions may seem to belie completion of this
linking of all people into a single whole, a long look back
at cultural evolution shows that we have nearly completed this
part of the journey.

Its completion, the completion of the

- 7 people to people network, will mark the attainment of the
upper optimum world population.

It looks as though the world

population at that time will have reached between 6 and 7
billion, a level that certainly will be reached by shortly
after the turn of the century.

Will we have attained world

unity by then, and then what follows?
There can be no answering of these questions without
considering the second process through which we have contributed to evolutionary creativity.

By brain to mouth to ear

to brain, from generation to generation, we ever learned
better to pass on the myths and legends and hypotheses derived
from our experience and insight.
Gradually we developed symbols, writing, books, newspapers, telephones, radio, television, and computers to help
us store, transfer, and transform information.

They are

extensions of ourselves, living, evolving prostheses.

Trains,

and planes, and automobiles, in their role as conveyers of
ourselves as receptacles of information also are a part of the
living, evolving environment.
of a vital body of being.

So are our cities as an anatomy

All this is an expression of the

fact that evolution has largely shifted from the biologically
vital to the prosthetically vital.
This networking of people, and from them the development
of information processing prostheses, represents the origin
of the universal city of ideas.

Once the world-wide networking

of people is complete, there will be no further need for more
people.

The remaining need then will be to maintain crises,

out of which, only, evolution can continue.
In the past, evolutionary crises have been maintained
through an ever more rapid rate of population increase.

In

the future, evolutionary crises can be maintained by a gradual
decrease in population.

A somewhat mirror imaging of the past

will establish a trend in which each halving of world population will require twice the time as the prior halving.

This
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is a trend that in one hundred thousand years should lead to
a world population of about that which existed during the
Golden Age of Greece.
But. of itself,' decrease in population is insufficient.
Each decrease in population must be accompanied by sufficient
enhancement of .the capacity of information processing prostheses to continue the 'e volutionary trend of creatively
enhancing awareness and understanding'; and ability to respond.
We and our companions, the livfng machines, will gain
in capacity for love, empathy, appreciation of be.a uty, and
actions that promote evolution, that combat and delay the
death-like entropy predicted by the second law of thermodynamics. For a while, for a hundred millenia, perhaps, we
can help synergistic negentropy reign.
Such is the vision from the Maryland countryside.
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